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that amout of money.   Those goods produced by the
consumers  do  not  enter  into  the  market.   Their
money value is unknown because the price would be
affected if they entered the market.   To express them
in terms of market price is theoretically unsound.
Indeed, without reducing them to a money value, it
would not be possible to give a general index of the
standard of living of the people.   But such a general
index is unreal and has little value in an empirical
analysis.   To keep these two categories apart will
help us to investigate the relation between them, and
this relation is very important in the study of rural
economy.   For instance, one of the important problems
in the present Chinese rural economy is the decline
of the price of the rural produce.   For a given neces-
sary requirement of living, the villagers are forced to
sell more of their produce to the market.   It thus
reduces the degree of self-sufficiency of the villagers.
On the other hand, the process of de-indusiirialization
in the rural districts has reduced the amount and type
of rural produce and increased the need of money for
buying  manufactured   goods.   To   approach   these
problems, it is important to analyse the relation of
these two categories of consumers' goods.
This " double-entry " method demands much more
work from the field investigator. It may be impractical
for him to make statistical observations. Thus I sug-
gest the method of consulting estimates. If possible,
it could be supplemented by sampling observation—
selecting a few representative cases and systematically
assessing the amount of consumption for a period.
But the present work is not able to provide this type
of data. The following table gives only the money
value of those items that the villagers have to buy from

